As of 9 Dec, there were at least 18,636 armed clashes and attacks, displacing 1,225,100 people since Feb 2021. Junta troops continued to commit war crimes.

UNOCHA projected that 17.6 million people (34% of the population) will need humanitarian assistance and protection in 2023, up from 14.4 million in 2022 and 1 million in 2021. It said the rate of new displacement was expected to continue at similar or higher levels in 2023, and projected a figure of 2.7 million IDPs (5.25% of the population) by the end of next year.

The junta used the informal ceasefire it reached with the AA on 26 Nov to dispatch reinforcements to Rakhine State. In Karen State, fighting between KNLA-led resistance and junta forces brought border trade with Thailand to a near halt.

Junta forces have killed at least 2,688 civilians and arrested 16,704 as of 30 Dec. The regime continued to target former officials and NLD members, as well as perceived opponents and their families. The junta sentenced ousted State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi and President Win Myint to seven more years in prison each, bringing their respective totals to 33 and 12.

The regime stepped up preparations for its sham 2023 ‘election,’ gathering support from two minor political parties and five ethnic armed organizations. The junta sent two self-seeking NLD members to try and sell the election to Suu Kyi; to no avail.

UNHCR reported that some 1,920 people, mostly Rohingya, had fled Burma and Bangladesh by sea during Jan-Nov 2022. An estimated 119 died, and 180 are feared dead: the highest toll in years.

The UN Security Council adopted its first resolution on Burma in 74 years, urging the release of all political prisoners and demanding an end to violence. China and Russia opposed giving the Council coercive powers in case of non-compliance, making the text toothless.

Thailand hosted a ‘non-ASEAN’ meeting on Burma attended by Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam, during which junta reps urged ASEAN members to denounce the NUG and PDFs as terrorists. Human Rights Watch accused Thailand of helping whitewash the junta’s atrocities.

The US Congress passed the BURMA Act, broadening the government’s authority to provide non-lethal assistance to resistance groups and impose sanctions on regime-controlled companies.
Illegal junta’s quest to cement control

Selling the generals’ election

On 12 Dec, Shan Nationalities Democratic Party (SNDP) chair Sai Aik Pao confirmed that the SNDP will participate in the regime’s sham ‘election.’\(^1\) On 19 Dec, it was reported that the pro-junta National Democratic Force (NDF) had expressed support for the ‘election,’ calling it a ‘solution to the ongoing political crisis.’\(^2\) On 27-29 Dec, the Arakan Liberation Party (ALP), Democratic Karen Benevolent Army (DKBA), KNU/KNLAPeace Council (KNU/KNLAP-PC), Lahu Democratic Union (LDU), and Pa’O National Liberation Organization (PNLO) also agreed to the junta’s ‘election’ plans.\(^3\)

On 26 Dec, it was reported that the junta had sent two self-seeking NLD members—former Yangon MP Sandar Min and Toe Lwin, the party’s deputy chair in Ayeyawady Region—to sell its ‘election’ plans to detained State Counsellor Aung San Suu Kyi. The pair met with Suu Kyi on 23 Nov to raise the topic and ask permission to reopen some NLD offices. She reportedly dismissed their proposals and told them not to come back. The NLD said it had assigned no one to negotiate with the regime, suggesting Sandar Min and Toe Lwin were renegade members. The former is one of the nearly ten NLD members who want to run in the regime’s ‘election.’\(^4\)

Gearing up for the sham polls

On 8 Dec, the regime sentenced three former junta-appointed Yangon Region cabinet members to prison for corruption: Chief Minister Hla Soe (15 years), Economic Affairs Minister Aung Than Oo (20 years), and Government Secretary Soe Soe Zaw (six years).\(^5\) On 16 Dec, the junta sacked Aung Tun Khaing, its Social Welfare, Relief and Resettlement Deputy Minister, for undisclosed reasons.\(^6\)

On 14 Dec, it was reported that the military-backed Union Solidarity and Development Party (USDP) had started briefing its members in Thandwe, Munaung, Sittwe, Maungdaw, and Kyaukphyu (Rakhine State) on its ‘election’ plans.\(^7\) On 20 Dec, it was reported that, starting on 9 Jan 2023, the regime will conduct a population census in Rakhine State to ‘facilitate the compiling of voter lists.’ The USDP is the only political party that is officially preparing for the ‘election’ in the state.\(^8\) On 23 Dec, it was reported that the USDP had begun scrutinizing potential candidates in Mon State.\(^9\)

On 15 Dec, it was reported that, in November, junta leader Min Aung Hlaing had transferred over a dozen military officers to the Union Civil Service Board (UCSB), the Union Election Commission (UEC), and the Ministry of Investment and Foreign Economic Relations.\(^10\) On 21 Dec, it was reported that the junta had replaced hundreds—at least 364—of village, ward, and 100-household administrators in Yangon Region with hardline USDP supporters, including members of pro-regime Pyu Saw Htee militias. The junta reportedly plans to appoint them as election officials.\(^11\)

Wrapping up sham trials against Suu Kyi, more jail terms for others

On 23 Dec, it was reported that the junta was preparing to seize the assets of Suu Kyi’s Daw Khin Kyi foundation.\(^12\) On 30 Dec, the junta sentenced Suu Kyi to seven years in prison for corruption in the last case against her, bringing her total sentence to 33 years.\(^13\) Ousted President Win Myint was handed the
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same sentence, bringing his total to 12 years. The rulings came just eight days after a UN Security Council resolution on Burma explicitly urged the regime to free the pair.

On 16 Dec, junta court extended Mon State Chief Minister Dr. Aye Zan to two years in prison for abuse of power, bringing his total sentence to 27 years. On 13 Dec, the regime sentenced former Central Bank of Myanmar (CBM) deputy governor Bo Bo Nge to 20 years in prison for alleged corruption and money laundering. On 21 Dec, the junta sentenced former President’s Office security team deputy head Aung Naing Oo to five years in prison for terrorism, bringing his total sentence to 15 years. It also sentenced former Union Government Office Minister Min Thu and ousted Naypyidaw deputy mayor Ye Min Oo to 18 months and two years, respectively, under Penal Code section 409.

On 6 Dec, the regime sentenced Kyaw Myint, the leader of the now-dissolved United Democratic Party, to six years in prison for money laundering. In 2021, the junta had already ordered him to complete a nine-year sentence handed to him over 20 years ago, to which it added two years for prison break-out. On 28 Dec, in an apparent case of judicial harassment, the regime sentenced Mandalay lawyer Ywet Nu Aung to 15 years in prison with hard labor for allegedly financing terrorist groups. She was defending Mandalay Region Chief Minister Dr. Zaw Myint Maung when she was arrested in April. Civil disobedience, crackdowns (more details at protests, CDM, and crackdowns tracker)

On 30 Dec, Assistance Association for Political Prisoners (Burma) (AAPP) said regime forces had arrested at least 16,704 civilians since 1 Feb 2021. On 9 Dec, it was reported that the junta had arrested 817 people over social media posts supporting the National Unity Government (NUG), Committee Representing Pyidaungsu Hluttaw (CRPH), or People’s Defense Forces (PDF) since 27 Jan.

The junta pulled out more smokescreen amnesties. On 4 Dec, it was reported that only 5,000 (8%) of the 62,700 inmates freed by the regime in mass amnesties since Feb 2021 were political prisoners. On 29 Dec, the junta released ousted Ayeyarwady Region Chief Minister Hla Moe Aung, days after freeing most of his cabinet members and the chair and vice-chair of the regional parliament. CRPH member Zaw Min Thein attributed the move to the relative calm in the region. The region’s Social Welfare Minister Hla Myat Thwe, who had urged public servants to join the CDM, remained in custody.

The junta continued to torture people in custody. On 1 Dec, regime forces arrested and beat to death a young man following the bombing of a police station in Lewe Township (Naypyidaw Union Territory). The junta said he had succumbed to a pre-existing heart condition and denied his family access to the body. In early December, staff at Insein Prison (Yangon Region) beat and tazed a political prisoner for allegedly insulting the warden, leaving him seriously injured. On 16 Dec, junta forces and Pyu Saw Htee members arrested and tortured two alleged PDF supporters in Mandalay. More evidence emerged regarding ill-treatment in junta prisons. On 5 Dec, it was reported that regime personnel had been denying proper medical treatment to a Kyauktaw Township (Rakhine State) political prisoner for allegedly insulting the warden, leaving him seriously injured. On 19 Dec, anti-coup activist Ko Agga recounted his time as a political prisoner in Obo prison (Mandalay Region) during Feb 21-Oct 22. He reported widespread
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abuse from staff, adding that detainees were starved, bound, and beaten during interrogation. He said guards also sexually assaulted youths and LGBT+ people.\textsuperscript{29} On 20 Dec, it was reported that Insein Prison staff had been singling out over 80 detained Rohingya for abuse, including brutal beatings and forced labor involving cleaning the latrine system. A political prisoner reported that more than 20 Rohingya inmates were suffering from severe malnutrition and that one had died in early December.\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{The junta continued to weaponize the judiciary.} On 2 Dec, a regime court in Yangon sentenced a teacher who had joined the Civilian Disobedience Movement (CDM) to 10 years in prison with hard labor for terrorism.\textsuperscript{31} On 12 Dec, the junta sentenced 78-year-old activist leader Shwe Htoo to 17 years in prison for terrorism.\textsuperscript{32} On 23 Dec, the regime sentenced 88 Generation Peace and Open Society member Myat Thu to 15 years in prison for terrorism.\textsuperscript{33}

On 2 Dec, \textit{UN High Commissioner for Human Rights} Volker Türk said the regime’s military courts had ‘consistently failed to uphold any degree of transparency contrary to the most basic due process or fair trial guarantees,’ and called on the junta to suspend all executions and return to a moratorium on death penalty. Türk added that, by resorting to using death sentences to crush opposition, the regime had confirmed its disdain for the efforts of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) and the international community to end violence and create the conditions for a political dialogue.\textsuperscript{34}

On 30 Dec, the junta-controlled Hinthada District Court (Ayeyarwady Region) sentenced a teacher to death for alleged murder and terrorism.\textsuperscript{35} As of that date, \textit{the regime had sentenced 139 people to death, including 11 in December alone.} \textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{The junta continued to target student activists.} On 29 Dec, it was reported that regime courts had sentenced seven student activists from Mon, Mandalay, and Yangon State/Regions to prison terms ranging from two to 25 years over the week prior. Student unions reported that, as of that date, the junta had sentenced 78 students from Mawlamyine University (Mon State) and eight students from the Myanmar Maritime University (Yangon) since the attempted coup.\textsuperscript{37}

\textbf{The junta continued to target artists.} On 6 Dec, it was reported that regime forces had arrested renowned traditional dance performer Phoe Chit and lyricist Shan Tun in Yangon on 30 Nov. Phoe Chit led several anti-regime demonstrations in the aftermath of the attempted coup, and kept posting pro-democracy messages on social media until his arrest.\textsuperscript{38} On 27 Dec, junta troops arrested well-known cartoonist Tartee in Pyay (Bago Region). He had stopped publishing after the attempted coup.\textsuperscript{39}

\textbf{The junta continued to target religious leaders.} On 5 Dec, regime forces arrested former Kachin Baptist Convention (KBC) leader Dr. Hkalam Samson in Mandalay as he was about to board a flight to Thailand for medical treatment.\textsuperscript{40} On 30 Dec, it was reported that the regime had charged him with unlawful association and transferred him to Myitkyina Prison (Kachin State).\textsuperscript{41} On 7 Dec, a junta court sentenced Chin Christian leader Thian Lian Sang to 20 years in prison for terrorism and to three years with hard labor for sedition.\textsuperscript{42}

\textbf{The junta continued to target journalists.} On 14 Dec, the Committee to Protect Journalists reported that, as of 1 Dec, \textit{the junta had jailed at least 42 reporters in 2022,} and sentenced nearly half of them
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on incitement and ‘false news’ charges. Reporters Without Borders said the regime detained 62 journalists as of that date, making it the world’s second biggest jailer of journalists after Iran.

On 9 Dec, the regime sentenced political columnist Sithu Aung Myint to another seven years in prison with hard labor for sedition, bringing his total sentence to 12 years. On 21 Dec, it sentenced two Myanmar Press Photo Agency journalists to three years in prison for incitement. On 25 Dec, junta forces arrested Tai News Editor Kyaw Zeya in Gyobingauk (Bago Region) for undisclosed reasons. On 26 Dec, a regime court sentenced Kamayut Media co-founder Hanthar Nyein to five years in prison under Electronic Transactions Law section 33(a), bringing his total sentence to seven years.

**Conflict and displacement** (more details at [conflict & displacement tracker](#))

On 1 Dec, NUG acting President Duwa Lashi La said the resistance ‘could win in six months’ if it had anti-aircraft weapons. He added that conflict had killed nearly 25,000 regime soldiers and 2,000 PDF members since the coup. On 18 Dec, Min Aung Hlaing approved an additional MMK 440 billion in military spending, bringing the junta’s total defense budget for fiscal 2022-23 to over MMK 4.1 trillion. The NLD government had previously capped military spending at MMK 3.4 trillion/fiscal year. On 31 Dec, the junta extended its unilateral ceasefire agreement with EAOs until the end of 2023, except for cases in which ‘defense, security and administrative mechanisms are obstructed.’ The declaration is expected to have no practical effect.

On 5 Dec, it was reported that the regime had taken delivery of six FTC-2000G fighter jets purchased from China in November. They will reportedly be based at Namhsan airbase (Southern Shan State) and replace the Myanmar Air Force’s (MAF) ageing K-8 jets. On 6 Dec, it was reported that a 10-member MAF team was in Pakistan undergoing a four-week training on the JF-17 fighter jet, likely an attempt to fix the problems that have left the junta’s JF-17s grounded due to technical malfunctions. On 15 Dec, the MAF officially commissioned five FTC-2000Gs along with ten other aircraft, including two Russian-made Su-30SME. CDM Air Force officers warned that the introduction of these aircraft would likely translate into an increase in the number of airstrikes.

**National overview**

As of 9 Dec, there had been 195 armed clashes and attacks on civilians during the month. This brings the total number of incidents so far in 2022 to 10,399 (18,636 since 1 Feb 2021). Junta forces had killed at least 2,688 civilians as of 30 Dec, likely an underestimate. On 9 Dec, it was reported that, according to the NUG, the regime had killed at least 165 children in 2022, up from 90 in 2021. On 10 Dec, the Independent research group Data For Myanmar reported that regime forces had burned down 38,383 houses in 12 states and regions during May 21-Nov 22, including 27,496 houses in Sagaing Region and 7,818 in Magway Region.

The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) said there were 1,505,700 internally displaced people (IDPs) in Burma as of 26 Dec, including 1,175,300 displaced after 1 Feb 2021, with
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49,800 refugees fleeing to neighboring countries; likely an underestimate. On 27 Dec, the Institute for Strategy and Policy – Myanmar said there were 1,912,769 IDPs nationwide as of 14 Dec.

On 1 Dec, the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA) projected that 17.6 million people will need humanitarian assistance and protection in 2023, up from 14.4 million in 2022 and 1 million in 2021. It said the rate of new displacement was expected to continue at similar or higher levels in 2023, and projected a figure of 2.7 million IDPs by the end of next year. UNOCHA also pointed out that the junta continued to control and limit the transportation of rice, medicine, and fuel, as well as humanitarian actors’ access to people in need.

Kachin and Northern Shan States

Clashes continued to impact civilians in Kachin State. On 5 Dec, regime troops shelled and invaded Hmaw Bon village, Hpakant Township, detaining at least 30 residents. A Kachin Independence Army (KIA)/PDF counterattack allowed the villagers to escape amid fierce fighting. On 7 Dec, junta soldiers eventually withdrew after suffering at least 30 losses, abducting 20 people as they retreated. Both sides used artillery fire during the clash, trapping locals and injuring two civilians. On 13 Dec, it was reported that the regime had arrested 201 Hpakant residents over the fortnight prior to use them as human shields and porters.

On 12 Dec, the junta shelled a KIA camp and three nearby villages in Momauk Township. On 15 Dec, Kachin Independence Organization (KIO) vice-chairman General Gun Maw admitted for the first time that the KIA had trained more than 4,000 resistance fighters and was now providing increasingly advanced training. On 17-20 Dec, regime forces launched a series of attacks on the KIO/KIA headquarters in Laiza. Junta jets bombed nearby Seng Mai Pa village twice, while regime artillery shells landed near Mong Lai Hkyet village and the Woi Chai Bum mountain. No casualties were reported.

UNHCR said there were around 105,100 IDPs in Kachin State as of 26 Dec, including 13,600 who were displaced after 1 Feb 2021. During a visit to an IDP camp in Myitkyina on 7 Dec, junta Border Affairs Minister Lt-Gen Tun Tun Naung reportedly told IDPs the regime would take immediate action to close local relief camps despite continuing fighting in the area. According to a local IDP: “They are forced to concoct a narrative that the areas have become peaceful again, and that IDPs can safely return home. They won’t show mercy to anyone. A single order can enforce the closure of a camp. […] But there is no preparation nor safety guarantee in our home villages, so it will be very difficult to go back […]”

Fighting heated up in Northern Shan State. On 2 Dec, the Myanmar National Democratic Alliance Army (MNDA) claimed to have repelled a regime attack on one of its bases in Laukkai Township during 27-29 Nov, killing 12 junta soldiers and injuring eight. On 8 Dec, it was reported that thousands of residents had left Laukkai amid rumors of an incoming MNDA attack on local regime forces. In Wein Hseng village, Muse Township, the MNDA repelled a major junta attack on one of its bases on 21 Dec. Regime soldiers fired around 100 artillery shells during the clash, forcing residents from nearby villages to flee. It is unclear whether there were civilian casualties.
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In Namhsan Township, the regime launched a series of aerial and ground attacks against a TNLA base near Kone Thar village on 7 Dec, forcing over 2,000 civilians to flee. In the week-long fighting, junta troops bombed and shelled Kone Thar, destroying over 50 of the village’s 60 houses. On 12 Dec, a junta airstrike killed two civilians and injured a further two. On 17 Dec, junta-controlled media said the two sides had reached a truce after the regime claimed it was targeting PDF fighters, adding that recent clashes with the TNLA resulted from a ‘misunderstanding.’

In Mongmit Township, five junta jets bombed Moe Lo Mountain on 7 Dec, likely in retaliation for the loss of over 80 soldiers in clashes with the KIA/PDF there in November. The attack reportedly damaged houses in Moe Lo village. The Shan State Progress Party (SSPP) said the junta had sent reinforcements, weapons, and rations to Mongmit, and warned fighting was expected to intensify in the area. UNHCR said there were around 17,300 IDPs in Northern Shan State as of 26 Dec, including 8,300 who were displaced after 1 Feb 2021.

Sagaing and Magway Regions

Junta forces continued their raids in Sagaing Region amid clashes with local resistance forces. On 8 Dec, it was reported that regime troops were launching daily attacks in Shwebo, Ye-U, Khin-U, Tabayin, and Taze Townships. UNHCR said there were around 624,000 IDPs in Sagaing Region as of 26 Dec. All were displaced after 1 Feb 2021. On 8 Dec, soldiers killed and stole MMK 450,000 from an elderly IDP who was transporting supplies for other IDPs in Htigyaing Township.

On 6 Dec, it was reported that the regime was stepping up arson attacks in the region. In Myaung Township, junta forces burned around 1,004 houses in 10 villages in November, up from 48 houses in five villages in October. In Salingyi Township, junta troops torched 400 houses during 1-5 Dec, and burned two elderly women alive on 1 Dec. On 10-12 Dec, regime forces killed a disabled man and burned 122 houses in Ye-U Township. On 18 Dec, regime forces set fire to Pain In village, Indaw Township, before shooting dead four locals who had come to inspect the damage. On 23 Dec, soldiers torched over 90 houses and killed two civilians in Sadaung Township.

Junta troops continued to commit scores of war crimes. On 3 Dec, regime artillery fire killed a 14-year-old and injured three residents in Indaw Township. On 9 Dec, junta forces killed three civilians in Tabayin Township. On 22 Dec, soldiers shelled a local village, injuring three children. On 9 Dec, regime troops shot dead two civilians following a PDF raid in Monywa. On 11 Dec, they detained, tormented, and executed five people, including two guerrilla fighters in Ayadaw Township. On 12 Dec, junta forces killed two civilians in Kawlin Township. Soldiers also captured and murdered four members of a local defense force. On 19 Dec, regime troops shot dead a 13-year-old boy in Kanbalu
Township. A resident speculated that soldiers targeted his village after it refused to form a Pyu Saw Htee militia. On 27 Dec, junta forces killed an elderly woman in Sagaing Township.

In Magway Region, junta soldiers continued to target civilians amid clashes with local resistance forces. On 26 Dec, a regime airstrike killed four civilians and injured five in Saw Township. There had been no previous fighting or activity by anti-junta forces in the area before the attack. UNHCR said there were around 124,400 IDPs in the region as of 26 Dec. All were displaced after 1 Feb 2021.

Chin State

On 8 Dec, it was reported that junta forces had killed over 350 Chin people in Chin State since the attempted coup, including 169 civilians. UNHCR said there were around 53,700 IDPs in Chin State as of 26 Dec, including 47,200 who were displaced after 1 Feb 2021. On 16 Dec, it was reported that a regime attack on Myet Pyin Kyel village, Kanpetlet Township had injured four IDPs, including a woman. Soldiers also captured six residents before eventually releasing two.

On 14 Dec, it was reported that the regime was still restricting the transportation of medicine, rice, and fuel from Kyauktaw (Rakhine State) to Paletwa Township, driving up prices for residents. On 19 Dec, it was reported that the nearly 10,000 IDPs in southern Chin State were struggling to survive due to a drop in the number of donors. Local sources reported that only the World Food Programme (WFP) was now providing rations to the 8,000 IDPs in Sami and Paletwa, adding that Paletwa IDPs did not receive food in December due to fighting between the Arakan Army (AA) and the regime.

Rakhine State

On 9 Dec, it was reported that fighting between AA and regime forces had killed 51 civilians and injured 143 others in Rakhine State and Chin State’s Paletwa Township during Aug-late Nov. Junta artillery strikes and arson attacks also destroyed at least 23 houses in Rakhine State over the same period. On 7 Dec, it was reported that the junta was using the informal ceasefire it reached with the AA on 26 Nov to replenish its forces and send large quantities of soldiers, weapons, and rations throughout Rakhine State. The regime also kept in place the nighttime curfew it imposed in Maungdaw, Ponnagyun, and Myebon Townships (Rakhine State) earlier this year.

On 28 Dec, it was reported that junta forces were continuing to arrest civilians over alleged AA ties, with over 100 residents taken into custody over the month prior. On 9 Dec, it was reported that the regime had brought incitement and unlawful association charges against at least 46 residents over alleged AA ties since August. As of 14 Dec, this figure included at least six administrators. As of late December, regime troops were still banning the transport of humanitarian aid, medicine, fuel, and construction materials in Rakhine State despite the cease-fire.
UNHCR said there were around 231,000 IDPs in Rakhine State as of 26 Dec, including 12,000 who were displaced after 1 Feb 2021. On 13 Dec, it was reported that most IDP camps in the state were facing dire shortages, including lack of rice, warm clothes, and blankets. On 23 Dec, it was reported that the regime was pushing for the closure of temporary IDP camps in Rakhine State, and offering MMK 500,000 and one month of food to displaced households agreeing to return home.

**Karenni and Southern Shan States**

The Karenni Nationalities Defence Force (KNDF) said 28 clashes had killed 43 regime soldiers and injured three in **Karenni State** in November. Junta artillery fire also killed two civilians, injured 34, and destroyed 57 buildings. Fighting centered around **Demoso Township** in December. On 3 Dec, junta troops backed by fighter jets launched a major attack on Dawkamee village. The ensuing clashes with resistance forces killed over 20 soldiers. Fighting was still ongoing as of 12 Dec.

On 29 Dec, it was reported that the junta was sending reinforcements and military vehicles to the villages surrounding the resistance-controlled town of Demoso; presumably ahead of a major attack. The regime also deployed tanks on the Loikaw-Demoso and Demoso-Moby roads. UNHCR said there were around 85,900 IDPs in Karenni State as of 26 Dec. All were displaced after 1 Feb 2021. This is likely a gross underestimate: the Karenni Civil Society Network said there were some 146,115 IDPs statewide as of 18 Dec.

Conflict threatened to escalate in **Southern Shan State**. On 19 Dec, the regime ordered the Shan State Progress Party (SSPP) to abandon its camp in Panglong Township, saying its presence was disrupting an ongoing anti-narcotics campaign. The SSPP did not respond to the junta’s orders, and vowed to fight back should it invade their territory. The group had already rejected an ultimatum to withdraw from Monghsu Township in July. According to UNHCR, there were around 61,900 IDPs in Southern Shan State as of 26 Dec. All were displaced after 1 Feb 2021.

**Karen, Bago, and Mon States/Region**

In **Karen State**, 290 clashes between Karen National Liberation Army (KNLA)-led resistance forces and the regime killed 333 soldiers and injured a further 237 in November. In **Hpapun Township**, 78 clashes between KNLA and regime forces killed 21 junta personnel during 1-15 Dec, according to the Karen National Union (KNU). Regime jets dropped 64 bombs on both resistance forces and civilian targets, and indiscriminate junta artillery fire killed a civilian and injured another. Clashes continued during 15-17 Dec, killing at least four junta soldiers. According to UNHCR, there were around 94,900 IDPs in Karen State as of 26 Dec, including 91,700 who were displaced after 1 Feb 2021.
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Fighting centered around Kawkareik Township, where indiscriminate junta artillery fire injured three locals, including an eight-year-old schoolboy during 1-10 Dec. On 16 Dec, a KNLA-led resistance attack killed six junta soldiers in Kyondeo. On 17 Dec, both sides started clashing near Kawkareik village. On 27 Dec, it was reported that regime airstrikes and shells had killed at least three residents and injured ten since 16 Dec, and that fighting had forced nearly 2,000 to flee. Clashes were still ongoing as of 28 Dec, with junta troops deploying armored vehicles in a push to retake the township.

Fighting also continued in Bago Region. On 5 Dec, regime jets bombed three villages in Shwegyin and Kyaukkyi Townships, according to the KNU. On 15 Dec, KNLA-led resistance forces clashed with junta troops near Leinpinwel village, Shwegyin Township. Regime soldiers reportedly entered the village by boats during the skirmish, arresting villagers and forcing 2,000 residents to flee. According to UNHCR, there were around 55,600 IDPs in Bago Region as of 26 Dec, including 54,400 who were displaced after 1 Feb 2021.

Conflict continued to impact civilians in Mon State. On 17 Dec, it was reported that regime and PDF forces had clashed 53 times in Northern Ye Township (Mon State) during Nov-16 Dec. The Human Rights Foundation of Monland warned that fighting was depriving more than 5,000 local children of education. In Kyaihto Township, the regime started deploying heavy artillery and extended its military presence along the Kyaihto-Kimonchaung and Yangon-Mawlamyine roads. On 3 Dec, junta forces shelled Kyauk Phayar and Zee Pyuang villages, forcing over 4,000 residents to flee according to the KNU. On 21 Dec, soldiers shelled Thone Khwa and Ye Kyaw villages. UNHCR said there were around 24,000 IDPs in Mon State as of 26 Dec. All were displaced after 1 Feb 2021.

On 14 Dec, clashes between KNLA-led resistance forces and regime troops resumed in Bilin Township; a first in nearly two months. On 29 Dec, indiscriminate regime artillery fire injured at least four people in Taunggalay village. There was no fighting at the time. On 30 Dec, soldiers shelled Zee Gone village. Exact damage and casualties were unknown. On 18 Dec, it was reported that junta-appointed administrators were refusing to serve or had resigned in about 30 of Bilin’s 58 villages due to resistance threats; leaving those villages to the KNU’s administration. At least 10 junta administrators or community elders were killed in the township since the attempted coup.

On 21 Dec, it was reported that at least 40 anti-junta armed groups had emerged in Mon State since the attempted coup. On 5 Dec, an explosion targeted an administrative office in Mudon Township, injuring four people, including a female clerk. On 10 Dec, gunmen shot dead two police officers in Paung Township. Regime forces responded by arresting around 20 people. Resistance forces also shot dead a ward administrator in Ye Township (21 Dec) and a village administrator in Bilin Township (29 Dec). On 13 Dec, a KNLA mine attack on a train transporting weapons and...
ammunition killed 24 regime soldiers in Thaton District, according to the KNU. The junta responded by suspending the Mawlamyine-Yangon night train starting on 18 Dec.

**Tanintharyi Region**

On 2 Dec, it was reported that the junta had set up more security checkpoints and further restricted the transportation of food and medicine in Tanintharyi Region. The Dawna-Tanintharyi Refugee Support Group warned that these restrictions were putting local IDPs at risk of facing shortages. UNHCR said there were around 27,900 IDPs in the region as of 26 Dec. All were displaced after 1 Feb 2021.

On 8 Dec, Southern Monitor reported that fighting in Tanintharyi had killed 371 civilians during Feb 21-Nov 22, including 89 in Launglon, 58 in Yebu, and 42 in Thayetchaung Townships.

On 9 Dec, regime artillery fire injured four people in Palaw Township. On 12 Dec, regime troops forced about 800 people in Bokpyin Township to relocate so they could build a military outpost. On 21 Dec, regime artillery fire injured five civilians and forced 300 residents to flee in Pala. Unconfirmed reports suggested that two of the injured died. On 25 Dec, it was reported that fighting had killed nine civilians and injured at least 11 in Launglon, Palaw, Dawei, and Tanintharyi Townships during 17-23 Dec. On 29 Dec, a regime convoy ran over and killed a 20-year-old woman on a motorcycle following a resistance attack in Yebu Township.

On 29 Dec, a bomb explosion at a wedding ceremony injured seven people in Launglon Township, including a child. Local sources speculated that the local Pyu Saw Htee militia might have been behind the incident. The Launglon PDF denied any involvement and condemned the bombing.

**Mandalay Region**

On 5 Dec, resistance forces shot dead a village administrator and his son in Natogyi Township. The regime retaliated by killing six local NLD supporters on 6 Dec. On 14 Dec, junta forces dumped the mutilated bodies of six civilians in Myingyan Township. Locals said soldiers had arrested the victims on 29 Nov in Ywar Thit village. On 21 Dec, Mandalay-based resistance groups launched the ‘Mya Nandar Operation,’ saying they would step up attacks against the junta.

On 23 Dec, the resistance killed a village administrator in Ngazun Township. In response, junta troops executed seven residents on 24 Dec. On the same day, the resistance killed a junta-appointed village tract administrator and his son in Wundwin Township. The junta responded by raiding five local villages, killing a 60-year-old man, and arresting 26 residents on 25 Dec.

Resistance fighters attacked or bombed a bar that sells military-affiliated products in Chanayethazan Township (13 Dec); a
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police station in **Pyighidagun Township** (15 Dec);\(^{163}\) junta columns in **Madaya** (15 Dec);\(^{164}\) and **Thabeikkyin Townships** (28 Dec);\(^{165}\) a regime checkpoint in **Thabeikkyin Township** (24 Dec);\(^{166}\) a Myanmar Economic Bank branch in **Aungmyaythazan Township** (25 Dec);\(^{167}\) and junta troops guarding a high school and a Myawaddy Bank branch in **Pyighidagun Township** (25, 27 Dec).\(^{168}\)

**Yangon Region**

On 3 Dec, it was reported that junta forces had tightened inspections of overnight guest lists in six Yangon townships under martial law, presumably to disrupt potential resistance activities ahead of Independence Day celebrations on 4 Jan.\(^{169}\) On 22 Dec, unknown gunmen shot dead a junta-appointed administrator and injured a 100-household administrator in **Sanchaung Township.**\(^{170}\)

On 12 Dec, resistance forces bombed an immigration office in **East Dagon Myothit Township,** injuring a man and a woman.\(^{171}\) On 18 Dec, a bomb attack on a ferry boat traveling from Yangon to Dala killed five civilians and injured 12. No group claimed responsibility. Local resistance forces and the NUG condemned the attack and expressed sympathy for the victims.\(^{172}\) On 19 Dec, the junta blamed the explosion on PDFs without presenting evidence.\(^{173}\) On 23 Dec, a bomb explosion at a religious festival in **Tamwe Township** injured a woman. No group claimed responsibility.\(^{174}\)

Bomb attacks also targeted a police station in **Mingaladon Township** (7 Dec);\(^{175}\) a toll gate in **North Okkalapa Township** (8 Dec);\(^{176}\) an Electric Power Corporation office in **Hlaing Township** (10 Dec);\(^{177}\) a regime patrol vehicle in **East Dagon Myothit Township** (14 Dec);\(^{178}\) an industrial complex in **Hlegu Township** (17 Dec);\(^{179}\) a guard post in **South Dagon Myothit Township** (21 Dec);\(^{180}\) a regime outpost in **Tamwe Township** (22 Dec);\(^{181}\) a Township Audit Office in **Mingaladon Township** (25 Dec);\(^{182}\) and an administrative office in **Latha Township** (28 Dec).\(^{183}\) On 17 Dec, resistance forces fired three improvised rockets at a junta air base in **Hmawbi Township.**\(^{184}\)
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Desperate Rohingya face death at sea in exodus from Burma, Bangladesh

On 2 Dec, UNHCR estimated that 1,920 people, mostly Rohingya, had fled Burma and Bangladesh by sea during Jan-Nov 2022, compared to only 287 in 2021. Some 119 people have been reported dead or missing on these journeys in 2022 alone.\(^{185}\) On 6 Dec, UNHCR urged Southeast Asian countries to rescue some 200 Rohingya refugees stranded at sea off Thailand, warning that they had been without food and water for days and were suffering from extreme dehydration.\(^{186}\)

On 5 Dec, the dead bodies of 13 Rohingya men were found dumped by a roadside in Yangon. The regime said they were brought by traffickers, and claimed that they suffocated to death during transport.\(^{187}\) Rohingya activist Nay San Lwin alleged, based on witness accounts, that junta forces had tortured them to death.\(^{188}\) On 7 Dec, the regime’s Navy detained over 150 Rohingya bound for Indonesia who had been adrift off Thailand for a week. NUG human rights advisor Aung Kyaw Moe said six of them had died due to food and water shortages.\(^{189}\) On 23 Dec, the junta arrested 112 Rohingya including 12 children en route to Malaysia, in Ayeyawady Region’s Bogale Township.\(^{190}\)

On 18 Dec, the Sri Lankan Navy rescued 104 Rohingya adrift off the country’s shores and handed them over to local police.\(^{191}\) On 25 Dec, the UN said about 180 Rohingya refugees were feared dead after their boat went missing in the Andaman Sea. This would bring the number of Rohingya refugees killed during sea crossings in 2022 close to 400, one of the highest in years.\(^{192}\) On 25-26 Dec, two boats carrying 242 ‘weak and exhausted’ Rohingya refugees landed in Aceh Province (Indonesia) after weeks at sea. NGOs said 20 passengers in one of the boats had died during the journey.\(^{193}\)

On 7 Dec, it was reported that 62 Rohingya had been listed for resettlement in the United States, and that the country planned to welcome some 300 to 800 more annually. Bangladeshi Foreign Minister AK Abdul Momen had initially requested the US resettle at least 100,000 Rohingya.\(^{194}\) On 13 Dec, the US Department of State announced the establishment of a resettlement program for vulnerable Rohingya refugees in collaboration with Bangladesh and the UNHCR. It added that it will consider resettlement referrals submitted by the UNHCR, but did not provide further details.\(^{195}\)

On 13 Dec, a Malaysian court lifted a stay on the deportation of 114 Burma nationals, including children and suspected asylum seekers, at the request of the government. It was unclear whether they would be deported immediately.\(^{196}\) Asylum Access Malaysia and Amnesty International strongly urged the new Malaysian government not to report them, saying it ‘should end its dishonest approach of criticizing the [regime] while continuing to quietly subject people to refoulement.’\(^{197}\)

Women (more details at women tracker)

On 1 Dec, the Burmese Women’s Union (BWU) said the regime had arrested over 2,600 women as of late November, sentenced nine to death, and 11 to life in prison. BWU added that junta airstrikes and artillery fire had killed 352 women, and that regime forces were subjecting women to torture, sexual abuse, and human rights violations in custody.\(^{198}\) On 16 Dec, it was reported that junta troops in Pakokku Township (Magway Region) were forcing women in trousers or black clothes to do sit-ups at
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checkpoints. Those who refuse face an MMK 50,000 fine. Soldiers imposed these punishments after local female resistance fighters killed a ward administrator and a retired colonel in November.¹⁹⁹

**Junta forces continued to target high-profile women activists.** On 12 Dec, a junta-controlled court sentenced Mandalay-based LGBT+ activist Sue Sha Shinn Thant to an additional 22 years in prison for allegedly financing terrorist activities, bringing her total sentence to 25 years.²⁰⁰ On 23 Dec, it was reported that the regime had sentenced actress and model Thinzar Wint Kyaw to five years in prison under the Electronic Transactions Law for allegedly posting sexually explicit content on social networks.²⁰¹ Still on 23 Dec, the junta sentenced 88 Generation Peace and Open Society members Nu Nu Aung and Khet Khet Aung to 15 years in prison each for terrorism.²⁰²

On 29 Dec, the Kim Geun Tae Foundation (South Korea) awarded its annual Democracy Award to Burmese author and pro-democracy activist Ei Pencilo; a first for a non-South Korean.²⁰³ After fleeing Burma in the aftermath of the attempted coup, she wrote ‘Burma Spring Revolution: 100 Days of Darkness,’ a memoir that documents how she evaded arrest and sought refuge in the US.²⁰⁴

**COVID-19, Health, Education** *(more details at COVID-19, healthcare, and education tracker)*

Regime numbers showed few daily COVID-19 infections throughout the month: 16 on 1 Dec,²⁰⁵ 13 on 15 Dec,²⁰⁶ and 8 on 29 Dec.²⁰⁷ Vaccination rates remained low. Only 37,634,648 people had received shots as of 24 Dec,²⁰⁸ from a population of 55.8 million.²⁰⁹ It is unclear how many had been fully vaccinated, or boosted. On 1 Dec, the junta started exempting fully vaccinated international travelers from showing proof of a negative COVID-19 test result upon arrival at international airports.²¹⁰

On 1 Dec, UNOCHA said Burma’s health sector was facing interruptions due to conflict, attacks on health structures and staff, poor funding, lack of availability of medical supplies, and social pressure not to use public services. It pointed out that this situation was contributing to the worsening of maternal and child health outcomes, missed routine immunizations, and poor emergency care for pregnant women.²¹¹ On 30 Dec, it was reported that the lack of medicine and prenatal care had caused the deaths of five newborn babies over the three months prior in a Demoso Township IDP camp (Karenni State).²¹²

On 1 Dec, UNOCHA reported that more than four million children—half of Burma’s school-aged children—had been deprived of formal education for two full academic years. It warned that this situation placed them at much higher risk of negative coping mechanisms, such as child labor, trafficking, and early marriage.²¹³

**Business and economics** *(more details at business & economic responses tracker)*

**Thousands leave Burma as economy, food security deteriorate**

On 6 Dec, the International Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI) reported a deterioration in food security and nutrition in 2022, with 4% of households facing moderate to severe hunger in Jul/Aug. Hunger was higher in Karenni (9.8% of households), Chin (9.9%), and Tanintharyi States/Region (12.6%). Households with low food consumption also increased from 9.4% in Dec 21/Jan 22 to 17.2% in Jul/Aug. The numbers in Jul/Aug were highest in Karenni (27.5%), Chin (46.1%), and Magway (25.5%) States/Region. Inadequate diet diversity among adults rose from 20.6 to 27.6% over the same
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period with rates higher for women, especially in rural areas. IFPRI added more than a third of all children aged 6-23 months and 15.8% of all children aged 24-59 months had inadequate diet quality.\textsuperscript{214}

On 1 Dec, UNOCHA reported that the economic situation in Burma remained fragile and had been further undermined by inflation. It warned that livelihoods and coping mechanisms will continue to be severely strained as prices for basic goods continue to outstrip incomes.\textsuperscript{215} On 13 Dec, it was reported that continuing instability and high unemployment were pushing people in Rakhine State to emigrate, with Thailand, Malaysia, and China being the top destinations. Labor rights organizations reported that over 30,000 residents had left for overseas jobs through official channels in 2022.\textsuperscript{216} On 14 Dec, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) estimated that, as of Oct 2022, around 40,000 Burma nationals were leaving the country for conflict-related, economic, and other reasons every month through a range of regular and irregular pathways, with the majority migrating to Thailand.\textsuperscript{217}

**Conflict and regime restrictions further hinder economy, border trade**

On 1 Dec, it was reported that regime forces had maintained a blockade of the Agnumaw-Maungdaw road (Rakhine State) despite the latest ceasefire with the AA. The Maungdaw Border Traders Association said border trade with Bangladesh had declined by a total of 95% as of late November due to the regime’s restrictions.\textsuperscript{218} On 3 Dec, it was reported that Sittwe (Rakhine State) was still facing fuel shortages due to the junta’s failure to reopen the Yangon-Sittwe road.\textsuperscript{219} On 9 Dec, it was reported that several construction sites in Rakhine State were forced to suspend operations after the junta’s travel restrictions caused the price of building materials to skyrocket. The situation resulted in job scarcity for local construction workers.\textsuperscript{220}

On 2 Dec, it was reported that the regime’s requirement to convert 65% of export earnings into MMK within one working day from 21 Nov onwards had threatened the viability of the rubber sector in Mon State. The directive brought rubber exports to China and Thailand to a near halt, and caused prices to decrease from MMK 1,800 to 1,100/pound. Local farmers warned that the sector could collapse if prices fall below MMK 900/pound.\textsuperscript{221}

On 8 Dec, it was reported that fighting between regime and resistance forces in Tanintharyi Region, as well as the junta’s arrests of civilians and indiscriminate artillery fire had resulted in labor shortages in the region’s palm oil sector. Local farmers reported that an estimated 224,000 tons of palm oil for export could eventually be lost.\textsuperscript{222} In Kawkareik Township (Karen State), fighting between KNLA-led resistance and regime forces from mid-December onwards severely hindered travel along a key section of the Asian Highway, blocking hundreds of cargo trucks bound for Thailand and bringing border trade to a near halt.\textsuperscript{223}

**Business as usual for unscrupulous companies**

On 1 Dec, Singaporean law firm Kelvin Chia Partnership published a legal compliance review outlining steps for investment holding company Emerging Towns & Cities Singapore (ETC) to continue doing business with the Burma army’s Quarter Master General Office (QMGO) despite international sanctions. ETC commissioned the review after a Feb 2021 investigation into its payments to QMGO prompted the Singapore Exchange Regulation (SGX RegCo) to subject it to regulatory actions. On 6 Dec, Justice for Myanmar (JfM) criticized the review for encouraging the evasion of sanctions, excluding ETC’s potential liability under international criminal law from its scope, and ignoring the
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NUG’s designation of the military as a terrorist organization. It urged SGX RegCo and the Singaporean government to delist ETC unless it ends all business links with the junta.224

On 12 Dec, the Irrawaddy reported that the junta was planning to restart operations at the controversial Nayputaung marble quarry in Taungup Township (Rakhine State), under a joint venture with Vietnam’s Simco Song Da Joint Stock Co. The NLD government had previously suspended the project in 2018 after locals expressed concerns over its environmental impacts. Rakhine environmentalists said that, although residents were against the resumption of the project, they could not hold protests out of fear of a regime crackdown.225

**World Bank, Norway dump two firms doing business with the junta**

On 15 Dec, Norway’s USD 1.3 trillion sovereign wealth fund, the world’s largest, excluded Thai energy conglomerate PTT and its PTT Oil and Retail Business (PTTOR) unit from its portfolio, saying their partnerships with regime-controlled companies were providing the junta ‘with substantial revenue streams that can finance [...] abuses.’226 On 22 Dec, PTTOR said it would suspend oil transport and storage operations in Burma, citing ‘violence and unrest;’ while PTT expressed deep concern ‘about the atrocities committed in Myanmar.’ The move did not affect the operations of PTT Exploration and Production (PTTEP), which controls interests in multiple gas fields in Burma.227 On 26 Dec, JfM called on PTTOR to exit responsibly and urged PTTEP to immediately suspend all payments to the regime.228

On 20 Dec, JfM reported that the World Bank’s International Finance Corporation planned to sell its 4.5% stake in the Burma-based Yoma Bank to First Myanmar Investment; less than a month after JfM exposed Yoma’s financial dealings with the regime. JfM urged IFC to responsibly disengage in consultation with the NUG, and called on Singapore’s sovereign wealth fund GIC (19.7% stake in Yoma) and the Norwegian development finance institution Norfund (10.6%) to follow suit.229

**Russia, India further assert their economic influence**

On 5 Dec, the junta-controlled Central Bank of Myanmar signed a memorandum of understanding (MoU) on banking cooperation with Russia’s Central Bank.230 On 8 Dec, the regime’s Electric Power Ministry met with representatives from Russia’s State Atomic Energy Corporation (ROSATOM) to discuss ROSATOM’s investment in Burma’s energy sector, including the construction of a factory to produce lithium batteries. The regime said it had also conducted studies to implement solar and hydropower projects with ROSATOM.231 On 13 Dec, both sides signed terms of reference for a pre-feasibility study of a thermal power project, and a joint communication plan to increase public acceptance of atomic energy in Burma. On 15 Dec, Eleven Media reported that the junta wanted to step up the implementation of a bilateral wind power project after studies showed it could generate more than 8,100 megawatts.232

On 5 Dec, it was reported that India was using the informal ceasefire between the junta and the AA to move forward with the stalled Kaladan Multi Modal Transit Transport Project, a transport route connecting Kolkata, Sittwe, and Mizoram that is widely viewed as New Delhi’s response to China’s Belt and Road Initiative. On 2 Dec, Indian Consul Jay Krishna met junta-appointed Rakhine State Chief Minister Aung Kyaw Min to discuss the opening of Sittwe’s seaport and the Kyauktaw-Paletwa river route, as well as the Paletwa-Zorinpui highway, the incomplete section of the project that passes through a conflict zone. India has been escalating its engagement with the regime since the coup, going as far as offering to help it organize its sham ‘election.’233

---
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**International responses** *(more details at international responses tracker)*

**Security Council adopts groundbreaking yet toothless resolution on Burma**

On 16 Dec, the **UN General Assembly** approved by consensus a recommendation by its Credentials Committee to postpone a vote on the credentials of Burma to a future time in the current session, which ends in September 2023. The move left NUG Ambassador Kyaw Moe Tun as the country’s sole representative to the UN in New York.  

On 22 Dec, the **UN Security Council** adopted its first resolution on Burma in 74 years, with abstentions from China, Russia, and India. The text urged the regime to ‘immediately release all arbitrarily detained prisoners,’ including Suu Kyi and Win Myint; demanded ‘an immediate end to all forms of violence;’ asked ‘all parties to respect human rights, fundamental freedoms and the rule of law;’ and expressed support for ASEAN’s Five-Point Consensus (FPC). **Russia** and **China** opposed giving the Council coercive powers under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, leaving it with few enforcement options should the regime fail to comply.  

**Special Advisory Council for Myanmar** member Chris Sidoti said the text remained ‘far too weak’ and ‘should have included unequivocal condemnation of the military for its assault on the Myanmar people along with measures to end human rights atrocities and secure justice and peace, through an arms embargo, sanctions and referral to the ICC.’

**UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Burma** Tom Andrews said the resolution lacked strength, adding that ‘demanding that certain actions be taken without any use of the Security Council’s Chapter VII authority, will not stop the [...] junta from [...] destroying the lives’ of Burma’s 54 million people.

**Thailand bypasses ASEAN to offer forum to the regime**

On 12 Dec, **Cambodian** Prime Minister and outgoing ASEAN Chair Hun Sen predicted that it would take at least five more years to resolve the Burma crisis, and ruled out a third visit to the country by his Foreign Minister Prak Sokhonn in his capacity as ASEAN’s Special Envoy to Burma. **Indonesian** Foreign Minister Retno Marsudi was quoted as urging regional powers to support ASEAN’s FPC, adding that the bloc’s ability to tackle the crisis will be hampered if other countries take a different approach.

On 14 Dec, the **EU** reiterated its commitment to support ASEAN’s leading role in helping Burma return to democracy during a summit with ASEAN leaders in Brussels. The two blocs also called for the release of all political detainees and the effective delivery of humanitarian assistance without discrimination. On 19 Dec, the NUG’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs criticized both ASEAN and the EU for failing to take any new effective action to address the crisis, to support the NUG as Burma’s legitimate government, and to condemn the junta’s atrocities against civilians.

On 22 Dec, **Thai** Foreign Minister Don Pramudwinai hosted an informal, ‘non-ASEAN’ meeting on Burma attended by three regime ministers, **Cambodia**’s Foreign Minister Prak Sokhonn, **Laos**’ Foreign Minister, and **Vietnam**’s deputy Foreign Minister. **Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, and Singapore did not attend** despite invitations. Discussions yielded no concrete results, but the junta used the occasion to urge ASEAN members to denounce the NUG and PDFs as ‘terrorists.’ **Human Rights Watch**’s deputy Asia director heavily criticized the move: ‘All this shameful meeting managed
to accomplish is show the massive divide in ASEAN about Myanmar, give unwarranted limelight to [...] [the] junta's propaganda, and whitewash [its] atrocities.242

US set to get tougher on junta, Beijing responds

On 8 Dec, it was reported that the US planned to downgrade its diplomatic relations with the regime by replacing its departing ambassador with a chargé d'affaires.243 On 23 Dec, President Joe Biden signed into law an amended version of the 2021 BURMA Act bill, which broadens the government’s authority to provide ‘non-lethal’ assistance to resistance groups; commits it to sanction senior regime officials within 180 days; and enables it to sanction state-owned companies that fund the junta. Language identifying Myanmar Oil and Gas Enterprise (MOGE) as a mandatory sanctions target and referencing the Rohingya, a prominent feature of the 2021 bill, was removed. National War College professor Zachary Abuza said Thai pressure had so far prevented the US from sanctioning MOGE.244

On 28 Dec, Deng Xijun, China’s new Special Envoy to Burma, arrived in Naypyidaw to meet junta officials. Neither side commented on the meeting. On 29 Dec, it was reported that Deng had met with representatives from the United Wa State Army (UWSA), KIA, NDAA, SSPP, AA, TNLA, and MNDA in Yunnan in late December. He reportedly told them that China did not support fighting and wanted stability at the border. A Burma-based political observer said Deng’s appointment was a pre-emptive move by Beijing to prepare for the consequences of the entry into force of the BURMA Act.245

UK, Canada adopt new sanctions

On 9 Dec, the UK adopted sanctions against the junta’s Office of the Chief of Military and Security Affairs, 33rd Light Infantry Division, and 99th Light Infantry Division over their involvement in atrocity crimes, including massacres, torture, and sexual violence during the 2017 Rohingya genocide.246 Burma Campaign UK criticized the ‘big time-lag’ between the crimes and the sanctions.247

On 9 Dec, Canada adopted new sanctions against 12 individuals and three entities linked to the regime, including jet fuel supplier Asia Sun Group and arm brokers Dynasty International Company Limited and International Gateways Group. JFM welcomed the sanctions, noting they were the first to target the military’s aviation fuel supply chain. It called on the US, UK, EU, Australia, Japan, and South Korea to urgently follow suit and coordinate sanctions against Asia Sun Group.248

On 13 Dec, Human Rights Watch noted that the impacts of EU sanctions on military-controlled companies had been limited because other governments, notably the US and the UK, had not coordinated closely enough or matched the EU’s stronger sanctions. It deplored, however, that some EU leaders were still placing primary responsibility on ASEAN to take the lead on Burma.249

CRPH & NUG (more details at CRPH & NUG tracker)

On 1 Dec, acting President Duwa Lashi La said his administration would consider entering a dialogue with the regime only if it stopped killing civilians, guaranteed its withdrawal from politics, and agreed
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to abolish the 2008 Constitution. He added that the international community would have to serve as a mediator to facilitate the implementation of these points.\textsuperscript{250}

On 6 Dec, the NUG designed military conglomerates Myanmar Economic Corporation and Myanmar Economic Holdings Limited as ‘terrorist groups’ over their role in funding the regime, and announced their nationalization.\textsuperscript{251} On 10 Dec, the NUG’s Kalay People’s Police Service (Sagaing Region) arrested two employees of the regime-controlled Myanmar Economic Bank and charged them under Counter-Terrorism Law section 52(a).\textsuperscript{252}

On 7 Dec, Defense Minister Yee Mon said the NUG and its allied ethnic resistance organizations (EROs)\textsuperscript{253} had formed three military regional commands (Northern, Southern, and Central) headed by top ERO leaders. He added that, on 10 Oct, the NUG had established a PDF Military Headquarters. He also urged PDF fighters to adhere to the chain of command and the NUG’s military code of conduct.\textsuperscript{254} On 20 Dec, the NUG invited soldiers, police officers, and civil servants to join the revolution as undercover informants, promising them reward and protection.\textsuperscript{255}

On 16 Dec, the NUG announced its ‘commitment to ratifying, fully and unreservedly,’ the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) and its two Optional Protocols, and the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (UNCAT). It called on the UN to ‘recognize and acknowledge the NUG’s ratification of these treaties.’\textsuperscript{256} On 22 Dec, the NUG welcomed the UN Security Council’s Resolution on the situation in Burma and urged all relevant stakeholders to ensure its timely implementation.\textsuperscript{257}

On 18 Dec, the NUG-affiliated Spring University Myanmar announced that it had signed an MoU with the Victoria University of Wellington (New Zealand) to offer courses in Applied Science and Statistics to students from Burma.\textsuperscript{258}
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